ALVINO REY AND KING SISTERS

Social Fraternities At Lewis Form Board of Fraternity Coordination

In the musical world, the names of Alvino Rey and the King Sis- 
ters are considered synonymous with the All-Star that is offered to the dancing and listening public. Since leaving Horace Holden, author of his own band, Alvino has been steady to his present position as one of the leading orchestras of the nation. Illinois Tech will play host to this musical aggregation on December 12, at the Sherman Hotel when the first annual H.T. Winter Informal will be held. One of the principal attractions of the Alvino Rey appearance will be the vocalizing of his featured singer, the King Sister's Harry Just completed a moving picture for the RKO studios, and the King Sisters are now en route to the Paladium ballroom in Hollywood, California.

The distinctive style of the Rey-Sister trio is immediately recognizable by radio listeners; his two guitars, one of which is the twin keyboard electric guitar he developed during his employ- ment with Horace Holden, forms a smooth silencing background for his interesting arrangements.

The name "Alvino Rey" is familiarly spoken of in the same breath with "Alvino Rey and his Orch. extra," as a result of their successful association. These same King Sisters, on the other hand, will be well known, as they are on the eyes and ears of the nation, with Donna, Louie, and Yvonne do admirable service to give one a square as a quartet and also appear regularly for solo numbers. An- other featured vocalist this night will be Herbert, formerly one of Tommy Dorsey's most valued saxophone artists.

Although the orchestra has been in existence just two years, it has already accomplished much (continued on page two)

WSE Members Hear Professor Kane on New Atom Smasher

The Western Society of Engineers presented Professor W. R. Kane of the IIT physics depart- ment, at its meeting on Friday, November 14.

Dr. Kane spoke about his research project, nuclear physics, which is known to the non-scientist world as atomic smashing. Dr. Kane commenced his lecture by giving a few facts concerning the historical development of this field. He stated that in 1895-96, nuclear physics began with the discovery of the X-ray, and that shortly afterwards the Curie his- toric work with the iron core magnets brought the subject of radioactivity into the open. He continued by telling about the wonderful work done in the early part of 1956 by W. R. Kane who used the radioisotope as a bombarding force, and that the discovery of the proton, the force that is then from bombarding atoms took place in 1919.

The professor then went on to describe the various types of high voltage atom smashers, and in particular the machine he used at IIT.

The applications of atom smashers which are produced by atom smashers, have become increasingly important in the fields of chemistry, biology, and medicine, to name mention.

After the meeting, about 25 students, at the invitation of Dr. Alvino, visited the astronomical laboratory to learn more of the intimate details of the machine.

Merrill Services To Be Held At Lewis For Leta Director Carmen

Merrill services for George Leta, Director Carmen, were held at Lewis, on Thursday, November 12. The service was conducted by members of the University Memorial Chapel.

Dr. Leta's service was conducted by members of the University Memorial Chapel.
Courses Arranged — (continued from page one)
ever, so much emphasis is being placed on micro-wave techniques in industry at the present time that well-trained men in this field may have little difficulty in getting placed. Specialized as it is, microtechniques also offer an excellent background for all types of radio and electronics work.

Assisting Dr. Sbar horny in setting up laboratories for the new course is electronics expert Dr. William A. Bobson, a new addition to the faculty from Bell Research Laboratories. Several thousand dollars worth of equipment is being supplied at the expense of the government to make what is expected to be the finest school electronics laboratory in the middle west. This laboratory is to be situated in the old dynamics laboratory on the west campus. In addition, a temporary laboratory is being adjusted in the south campus Charles Hall, to speed up the initial instruction in the course and the building of some special apparatus which will be undertaken by the present students in radio engineering.

Specifically, micro-wave techniques will be studied during the generation, transmission, and detection of ultra high-frequency waves on the order of one centimeter to one meter. At the present time micro-waves are being used in industrial control, tele-metering, carrier current relaying, supervisory control, and extensively in communication work.

One of its most important new uses is in apparatus which can detect with marvelous accuracy the presence of enemy aircraft regardless of weather conditions.

For these senior electrical students interested in taking the new course, one completed semester of radio engineering and enrollment in second semester radio is required. Micro-wave techniques will be closely coordinated with the radio engineering course and supplies four semester credits—three hours of lecture and three hours of laboratory per week. In order to make room for this combined total of eight semester hours in radio engineering and micro-wave techniques, several curriculum changes have been necessitated. Industrial student, E.E. 411, has been dropped from the curriculum. Advanced circuit theory, E.E. 404, has been revised from three hours of lecture to two hours per week with the provision that the same credit of three hours will be allowed if the same paper is presented for the student paper competition in the A.I.E.E. convention scheduled at that time.

Also, one hour's class per week in A.C. machinery laboratory, E.E. 430, has been dropped, and plans have been made to institute a few shorter time spent in preparation of lab reports without sacrificing effectiveness of lab work.

For those students not interested in micro-wave work, Dr. Bobson, head of the electrical engineering department, arranged that special electives according to the student's preferences will be set up to provide for the time that has been cut from the usually standard part of the curriculum.

"Turkey Trot To Be Real Brawl" - Techane

Any engineer, or otherwise, not wishing to be the other end of a Thanksgiving day dreadfully dead bird had better dig down into his pants for thirty-five cents and buy a ticket to the TURKEY Trot.

Tomorrow night the Armour Unit will be preceded into the gym by glistening colors. Charles Janssinger, who is a member of Techane, acquired multi-colored garlands and other many ornamentalations to decorate the occasion.

Tickets for the Turkey Trot can be obtained in the Student Union all day tomorrow. At that time all Dance club members are required to pay for the tickets they have sold, and to report those which have not been sold at once.

Several surprises are planned for the evening. Barney Ellis and his swingers will furnish the "moose." The cafeteria will also be open, so that the dancers can have refreshments during the intermissions.

Alvaro Ray — (continued from page one)

became established as one of the country's most entertaining bands. Shortly after the organization, Alvaro Ray combined with the King Sisters to form a new enterprise of which the Kings became owners. The association was successful, not only in a business sense, but also as regards the principal witness to the union of Alvaro and the lovely Linares. The popularity of the band, also steadily increases on the increase since its inception, rose meteorically after its engagement at the Rustic Cabin, Englewood, N. J. some time months ago.

The quality and number of arrangements presented by the Ray-King combination are well-known to Alvaro fans, and other interested listeners and dancers. Among the newer releases are "If It's True," "Righty-Nighty," and "Everything Happens to Me," in each of which the shining voices of the King Sisters are featured in the first two named above, Yvonne renders the solo and in the last, Alva ray provides the vocal decoration. To the present group come present-day orchestrations. Alvaro Ray has arranged two numbers based on the classics imposing upon them an abundance of color and verve which all add elegance to their jibberings and chieftains alike. These two numbers are, "The Light Cavalry Overture" and "The William Tell Overture."

Carman — (Continued from page one)

the requirements of the will of Alvin C. Lewis but also the needs of the future students.

Among the speakers scheduled to be present at this Memorial Service are Dean Johnson of the University of Michigan, the Rev. Charles Gilkey and Trevor Arrant of the University of Chicago and Professor Edna of Lewis.

LOST!

20 inch Log-located duplex Kuefel and Eissen Sidewall, sometimes the last Friday afternoon. Reward to finder if returned to John J. Golden in care of Register's Office.

"Let's Celebrate It's CHESTERFIELD Cigarettes and it's pleasured time for everybody...smoking pleasure that only the right combination of the world's best cigarette tobaccos can give you.

Chesterfields make good friends...they're milder, definitely better-tasting and cooler-smoking. Everybody smokes them likes them.

They Satisfy

Copyright 1941, Lenox 8 Morris Tobacco Co.
LEWIS STUDENTS STRESS NEED FOR STUDENT LOUNGE

Simultaneously with the seniors, juniors, sophomore, and freshmen hold their respective meetings on the liberal arts campus last Friday. All of these classes unanimously agreed that there is a definite need of a student lounge. As a result, a new committee was formed, and the members of these classes are willing to assume an additional responsibility to see that the lounge is open and maintained above the mentioned lounge.

Highlight of the Junior class meeting was the election of a new vice-president. An unusual situation was that Frank Pitero, who was elected president at the first meeting of this class, has since been called to the army, thus leaving the position vacant. As a remedy for this situation, the class decided to elect a new vice-president, and to have Bud Carlson, former vice-president announced.

Patricia Arns was elected to the position of vice-president. In order to give the class vice-president status, the class was then taken up. Dorothy Oden and Bonnie and John Holtz were announced the time, place, and schedule for the first official visit of the school, the winter informal, to be held this Saturday night. The committee is still in charge of the fieldhouse fund and will discuss the possible possibility of a dance, the Freshmen Picnic, the parking facilities, the future of the school, and the student Alexis fund. Also discussed was the possibility of a new student lounge and the students' junior term.

In the meeting of the Junior class was discussed the possibility of a dance, the Freshmen Picnic, the parking facilities, the future of the school, and the student Alexis fund. Also discussed was the possibility of a new student lounge and the students' junior term.

Tis A Great Day For Irish As Frosh Ect Gibbons And Murphy

In typical H.T. fashion, the freshman class went to the polls on November 11 and succeeded in electing a president and a vice-president.

In the primary, held October 31, every race was neck and neck except the election of)$E$$. With a great deal of excitement, where Harold Skiver was swept into office with a three to two majority. James McElroy was elected social chairman, and Eugene Andre won out Sidney C. by eleven votes for the office of secretary. For secretary, Herb Post took the race from James Ford by seven votes.

The run-offs last Tuesday were very close, as James Gibbons was elected vice-president, and William Murphy took the presidential race.

Special Aptitude Tests Planned For Pre-Mods

Special tests given specifically for true students who failed to take the tests last spring but who are planning to apply for admission for the fall term. The tests will be given Dec. 3 at 3:30 p.m. in the science building.

At the invitation of Mrs. A. A. C. of Bright, school psychology, the staff members of the Community College's psychology department will test the aptitude of the pre-mod. students through the tests.

Faculty Briefs

By Stephanie Mark

Rear Admiral Eris Talks On Naval History, Policies, And Equipment

Professor Lee Says Labor All-Important in War Emergencies

By Rod Caruso

The fourth of a series of inter- was going to be held in the school auditorium, which is to be the subject of the next lecture.

Mr. Eris is a graduate of the Illinois Institute of Technology, where he received his bachelor's degree in electrical engineering, followed by a master's degree in the same field. He is presently serving as an electrical engineer for the U.S. Navy.

Mr. Eris is a graduate of the Illinois Institute of Technology, where he received his bachelor's degree in electrical engineering, followed by a master's degree in the same field. He is presently serving as an electrical engineer for the U.S. Navy.
DEAR POLYGON STAFF...

Please accept our profound apologies in your capacity as our editors for creating an overly modest, contrived attitude in the students toward the planning of Illinois Tech's 1942 yearbook. Technology News and the requesting comment on the name "Polygon," suggesting for new names that was insufficiently connoted and other unsuccessfully critiqued on the general nature of the project received a mischievous week response. A popular and unanimous protest from the tensor campus must be raised against this, in no constructive approach to the problem. And so it appears to us, we never knew until you've done it whether we have got it "right" or not. ThePolygon staff has been trying to grapple with this, and only this, if we may be allowed to say in our little case.

We appreciate the effort you have put into this. We are all just as eager as you for the success of the project. However, thePolygon staff would like to make a further suggestion that the form of the last yearbook be to be revised. The students are again, all the people you have to please and a wide departure from what you DON'T like it is a safe policy. And if you don't happen to be convinced that the last yearbook was not liked, walk down amongst the students with them, you will be surprised at the unanimity of disfavor. Don't tell them what your plan was, but think a little harder... results, Nix.

Apologies...
University of Chicago Bows 20-18
In Six-Man Football Defeat
Johnny Cotter Leads Scoring Attack

TCH SHORTS
By Bob Adelstein

Coach, "Doc" Davey, mentor extraordinaire, who can coach any sport, whatever he does, here's the way it is, not, as I noted, Piers (Bill) Hubs' Tech six-man football team to a 2018 victory over Chicago. There was no touchdowns, so Davey (Doc) was the sideline to a three-trace of his former self.

The Jr. Mechs were no threat — they won twice, this time over the Sr. Mechs. It seems as if a touchdown is the only way to score, not, in our way, the Intramural championship this fall — there doesn't seem to be a team, whether better than the Mechs or not, that doesn't have a chance to put points on the scoreboard. The Mechs, while both teams play on the field. By the way, they're Davey's boys.

Last Thursday the lads on the tennis court received some excellent pointers from "Doc" Davey. It all happened this way. Dick Schiller, Don Schiller, Earl Sherman, and Jim Forrest were in the midst of a hard fought doubles set, when Davey rushed over with a hot tip on footwork.—"Conshorty," the pro at the army had given him. It was all the right stuff.

Strange, isn't it, that we can't talk about sports on a hot tip, without stumbling upon "Doc" Davey...it's just that he devours such books to the various fields of athletic endeavor.

**PLUS**

If our opener, Chet Swan, will be able to return for the big game against Chicago December 8. His work period ended at that time. Chet's absence will be a real loss to our squad, the same for this week, as he snapped back over Chicago last Friday. We hope he gets back into tip-top shape for the boxing season.

It seems that George Martin, heavyweight on the boxing team, was out playing against Chicago last Friday. He adds to the team's great efforts...he is always ready for the next game.

There has been a lot of teamwork in the Intramural program this fall. The boys have worked very hard.

**WARNING**

**ALL PONG PLAYERS**

In a light to gain second place the Mechs defeated the Coops 30-0. Bad Pong players accept a second place in the tournament, and being that these thrifty tipped boys are entering both the singles and doubles tournament. They have a good chance to win—just ask them.

**TIP**

Walter Gower sustained the most severe injury of the season in the ITY, Chicago fall. After being in the game for several minutes he left the court, his face to the ground, his head to the ground, his hands to the ground. The Mechs did not play because they could not use a tool.

**Kegs on!**

Watching bowling meet Friday, November 28, Milt Cosgrove, -- "Kegs on!" You've got to have a bit of a guile to stay out of it. Pete Sohlman, Fred Loomis, and Jim Naylor were among the players in the action. It seems as if很少 players are interested in the sport.

**Tools vs. Jacks**

Scoring their fourth consecutive victory of the season over the Coops, the unbeaten Jacks grabbed another hard-fought first place. Bob Fifer, halfback, figured in all of the scoring. He threw three touchdown passes and ran 46 yards from scrimmage for the last score of the game.

The Coops' beautiful defensive game in the first half held off the powerful offense of the Jacks to keep them on the pass from Fifer to Howroyd.

The second period saw the Coops hold the Jacks until the closing minutes when Al Grubb broke loose and grabbed Fifer's second touchdown pass. A spectacular last play of the game saw Reg "One Play" Fifer sprint to his left end and through some beautiful broken field running that covered 30 yards he ended the scoring.

**Cgba vs. Coops**

In a tight to gain second place the Mechs defeated the Coops 70-0. Bad Pong players accept a second place in the tournament, and being that these thrifty tipped boys are entering both the singles and doubles tournament. They have a good chance to win—just ask them.
GOSSIP

By Carol Caputo

The final touchball game in the intramural sports arena will be played this week when Phi Kappa Sigma versus Delta Lambda in the first round of the final round in the Phi Pi Cup tournament.

The members of the Phi Kappa Sigma team are: Phil, Bob, Jack, and Jim. The members of the Delta Lambda team are: Tom, Dave, Mike, and Pat.

The game is scheduled to start at 7:00 p.m. in the gymnasium.

The winning team will advance to the semi-finals, where they will face the winning team in the other intramural division.

The game is free and open to the public.

**Happy Thanksgiving!**

Don't let the holiday season catch you by surprise. Remember to shop early and plan your meals in advance to ensure a stress-free holiday. May your turkey be juicy, your side dishes be delicious, and your family be happy and healthy. Enjoy the holiday season! 😄sgiving #Thanksgiving #HolidaySeason
Blitzkrieg!

By Berend Klinkhamer

With the mercury hitting new all-time highs, the weather man forecast a ‘blitzkrieg’ on the movies. ‘Do high time to hitch up old Dabbie to my shamus and go out and see this weather again!’

Well, here we are again—all set to go but unable to do any better. It’s one of those days when the rain is the only thing we can see. The streets are standing in the rain, and the windows are divided, running water.

FLASH—Batsch McTrefon enters new research fields in attempts to learn the truth about life! Steve Bokos, rhumba master of the Dance club, has announced that he will soon reveal all the dangers and difficulties of an active marital life. In order to get first hand information, Steve has enlisted the aid of a young lady who, although she has been married for two years, knows the old man! Steve says he is learning plenty but that he must know all before he will reveal the ghastly truth.

Boy! Happy days are here again! What are we talking about?? We mean that we can’t even remember to report favorably from the Eisenhauer Russian-Gos Negodutchi section. Our consensus of this nature can mean only one thing—day operations are progressing apace.

What’s the latest on “Morgue” Fish? Having a bit of a hard time getting back in touch with you. I see that he’s been up in the University of Northwestern! Could be he’s changed his name to “Morgue”... probably the most potent 細胞 nucleotides known. He was a bit irritable today.

By the way, kiddies, we understand that some of the sc. civs are organizing an organization for the purpose of organized combat against the Freedom of the Student Hour. It seems that they’ve been stepping on a few of the boys’ toes and they’re right pissed. Our answer to this move is this: the following statement is made by our faculty. The students are urging our ambassadors immediately and are armed to the teeth and ready to go out there now. So, screen on.

The raucous laughter struck in his throat and almost choked him when Bob Klein ran through with this news: “They had to attend in his battered condition last Friday we were given by Roxy college. It seems that Klein’s girl-friend attended Roxy but had not invited him. He hit it. He hit it and hit it until his face was hurt. They returned home from the Chicago game and he almost killed the other two passengers trying to drive into a phone booth to make a call.

The Legius of Decewrie mixed out on a good little boy’s birthday party. The material was the best of the morning, when the projector burned out. Being engineers, no one could be found to repair one of the few Pars on hand. It was a trail of many.

The fridge was packed with the contents of the mailboxes in the Armour building in a heavy postcard from “Norus of Ontanora” who said he was a housewife and had been fallen over by a bus. He said she had a heart attack and had to go to the hospital. She was a member of the Women’s Auxiliary, and the president of the Auxiliary, Miss Cusano may be brought to justice.

The weather is going to be lively in the electrical dep. Fred Jailer Bill Murphy and Sig Alston have declared they are going to be living a high season over Lewis Cordy Johnland’s. We’ll have to be around when the thunderstorm breaks out.

It’s EASY

By Charles Brownshon and J. van Stover

The HIT Coop Book club has already sold over 250 copies of the book. This is a strong indication of the student body. At this time of the writing approximately 395 co-op students from the University of Northwestern met to discuss the club’s future. This was an opportunity to charter membership in this up-and-coming organization. At the meeting, Henry Altenkamp, 29 co-op, was elected to the board of directors, and will represent the co-op students in that capacity.

In a recent interview Mr. Altenkamp said, “Cooperative students should be particularly interested in an organization of this type for its practical economic value as well as the sound ethical concept behind it.”

The grapplewine has it that Herb Otto and Dan Bickne will play for Janie Carroll and Harry Harker to deliver an annual Wazzookid behind while a contingent from the argh coop class led by Bob Alexander and Warren Pearson spent the Thanksgiving holidays with the two Mill St. minnow clubs, Obie and Bickne, of course. Bob Alexander, president of the Minnows is quoted as saying, “We can’t let our personal regard for Jim and Harry interfere with this glorious opportunity. The evening has been made and it must be fulfilled.”

SLIPSTICK—(continued from page six)

First old maid: “I wish I could stop dreaming about having a husband.”

Second old maid: “I can’t think of anything else.

First old maid: “Well, that’s all I’ve been wishing up to myself.”

Second old maid: “Advice to the newly weds: Help your wife when she cooks dinner, clean house with her!”

First old maid: “The little lady bunted the baby in the bathtub.”

Second old maid: “You look so sweet, I could eat you up.”

First old maid: “Baby: ‘Oh, you—no—you aren’t any teeth.’

Small talk between the bachelors:’ ‘Best my daddy, I ate the last’

OCIE

“Can I sick this little paper on myself?”

“Well, yes, but it will make much better on the wall.”

An English boy was talking to an American girl and asked her name.

“My grandmother was a very great man,” she said. “One day Queen Victoria touched her shoulder with a sword and made a long speech.”

“Aha, that must be the American,” the English boy replied. “One day Red Wing, an Indian touched my grandmother on the head with a feather and made a long speech.”

“It’s arranged!”

Well, that ought to satisfy your appetite for jokes (7) until Thursday when you can really stuff your upper lettuce with something.

The SIXTH COLUMN

Oh! MINI!
FRAT TOUCHBALL — DRAWS TO CLOSE

The Phi Kappa Psi team took the club last week’s match with Lambda Xi advanced to the final round of the interfraternity touchball tournament.

Early in the first half, Lambda XI rallied three times in quick succession. The Prather-Kolker combination clicked for two scores, the third coming on Baptist’s 60-yard run after a pass interception. Kver, Jacob, Vaud, and Bonner contributed to the victory with some fine blocking and down, helping to score.

The Phi Kappa Psi line two-pointers came when “未來的大” Jacobs was caught behind his own goal line. He was running backward to gain up speed for a long dash downfield when the Phi Kappa line crashed through and swarmed him.

After Thanksgiving vacation, Lambda Xi will seek home with the Phi Kappa in the interfraternity final. Each team is rearranging for trophies to make room for the football cup.

With the basketball season beginning near at hand, the IFC fruits are beginning to round their respective containers into shape.

Cheer Boys, Gals
Hold First Meeting

Minitruecheersleaders, the teams of IFC are entering into what ought to be the greatest athletic year of the school. The sports staff is aware of an attempt to change the minis to a plus. Hence, last Friday a meeting was called to start such a group. This job of cheerleading does not go to any group or any one man but with the whole student body of Phi.

You can help us out by suggesting songs and dances. Place your bids in the Tech News box.

THE BASKETBALL game with the Lambda Xi is going to be the biggest game of the year. The fans can be expected to be in good order. They need us if the school needs us, LATTI GO—BEAT CHICAGO!!

TIME OUT

By Warren Spots

Keep the ball rolling! The newly established intramural fund, which has been under way for a year, has received over $1500 in contributions. The fund is being used to purchase equipment for the teams and for the benefit of the students.

There are still a few tickets left for the basketball game against Lambda Xi. Get your tickets now before they are sold out.

The Phi Kappa Psi team will play their final game of the season against Lambda Xi on Saturday. Don’t miss out on this exciting game.

You can also support the fund by purchasing tickets for the upcoming football game against the Lambda Xi team. Get your tickets today and show your support for the Phi Kappa Psi team.

New Men Raise Merman’s Hopes

With high hopes of improving last year’s record of 3 wins and 8 losses, the swimming team is practicing strenuously for the upcoming season. New men will undoubtedly constitute a major portion of a team well supplied with veteran swimmers.

Lance Tom Mix on Team

Formerly a member of the Lambda Xi team, Lance Mix, a highly decorated star, will be a valuable addition to the pool. His speed and ability will add a new dimension to the team’s swimming abilities.

William Transfer on Team

Other new men are Bob Ford, the new style divemaster and Bill Miller, a high class diver. Bill won first place at Williams College in his junior year. Lance Mix will be a point winner in the freestyle and also in the backstroke.

Who are the new men? They are the ones who will make the difference in this year’s team. Their presence will undoubtedly strengthen the team and help them to achieve their goals.

Time trials are due to be run off next week to determine the fastest swimmers.

Open Intramural Ping Pong Tournament

One of the most popular intramural sports will swing into action next week. This rough and tumble sport that takes a high toll of injuries in some other categories.

Dates for this tournament will be announced in the coming weeks. Keep an eye out for more information.

Wide Open

The tournament will be wide open as the top three men from last year have departed. Bob Johnson, the champion, and Bill Park have graduated, but Art Goldsberry has left school.

Both the singles and doubles competitions will be held. On Monday night, the players will be drawn and the tournament will get underway.

Here’s the Latest Word from Washington

You have served HOT ROLLER

What’s happening in Europe? In Washington?

You get quick answers through newspaper, magazine, and television — all of which depend largely on the Western Electric equipment.

The reporter’s right arm is always extended to make Western Electric: The great press association which distributes news by telephone to reporters and other Western Electric products which write stories and telegraph wire lines. Much of their equipment and broadcasting equipment is made by Western Electric.

Though it plays various parts in your life, Western Electric is not only a manufacturer, publisher, and distributor for the Bell Telephone System but also a leader in the field of communication.}

Reader’s mail is appreciated.

Fieldhouse Fund

ITSA

Class of 1941

Honor "T" $10,000.00

Winter Informal

????????

Student Fieldhouse Fund

ITSA

Class of 1941

$10,000.00

Honor "T"

Winter Informal

????????

The Silent Night

Two versatile musicians, orchestra, will be in concert at the end of the winter term with the Western Electric.